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Marvia I. Imwis g o@1
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11-24-82. @fMET,ED

STATEMENT OF INTERVEBOR MARVIN I. LEWIS IN RESPONSE TO COMMISSION ORDER OF NOV.1hT982.

The Commission in tis Nov 15 , 1982 order gave the parties to the Tur#1 Re d@ik W

Docket no 50-289 an oppurtunity to respond to statements made by the other qarties; on._A;w- - a.e ,,,

Nov 9 I wish to respond not only to those statements made om Nov 9 by tTid pCk

parties ,but more importantly , I wish to emphasize many important points left out
of the record and the comments on Nov 9.

Smaration of Unit 1 and 2.
Units 1 and 2 are not separated. The atmosphere above the fuel handling bn41d4=g
polar crane, and the atmosphere abovaih e fuel pool enamunicate. Since danger in the
ctuosphere above the fuel pool seemed to be min 4=m1 the units were deemed

te:nically separated d& spite this communication.
However, Hugh Hondorp and Raphael Daniels, Bechtel employees involved in the

cleanup,have admitted that there is a very real possiblity of a criticality in th e
filters being used to clean up T"I2 . This criticality could occur in or near
tha fuel pool. The atmosphere above the fuel pool communicates between both unith.
Under these circumstances of a criticality in the filters , Units 1 Sad 2 cannot
be considered separated. (NiagaraFalls"nt/riannainn Press Sept 23 K ngston Whig Standard)i

Safeguards Information: _.

Bernard Snyder had just written to }t Kanga Nov 16, 82."We have determined that a
portion of your security plan needs further clarification."
Since unit 1 is separat&d from nit 2 by a wire fence , I submit that the safeguardsu
plan for unit 2 should not netdelarification before the restart of unit 1.
Clean up Subcontractors

i

I Bechtel is in charge of cleanup .ork at TMI#2 . Considering that Bechtel has
c

recently been involved in questionable welding practices at Berwick and that

Bechtel has a sta(6in minimiz&ng the problems at TMI@ 2 to make nuclear
construction more attractive than it is, I just am not comportable with their

presence on the Island.
Zimmer:
Sonsidering TMI problems with management, I respectfully request that a SIEP
or CAT be done on this reactor before restatt to make sure that Zimmer type

problems do not exist upon the island.
Respectfully Submitted, *
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